KEY FEATURES

Point of Sale (POS.NET™)
____________________________________________________________________

Product Description
Prism Visual Software’s POS solution is a modern Point of Sale application that is
easy to use and contains a full integration with AccountMate. This application is
directly integrated with AccountMate’s Accounts Receivables (AR) Module and
leverages its procedures to make a seamless, one-stop POS solution without creating
additional data entry for users. The application works with existing customers and
guests in which invoices become generated and are available in AccountMate.
POS users have buttons for commonly requested items and smart search capabilities
to sell shoppers quickly. In addition, the POS user can scan barcodes and use touch
screens to checkout customers with ease. Easily checkout guest customers or
existing customers. Quickly pull up customers by phone number or perform a more
advanced search. For an existing customer, look up AccountMate’s balance
information and past invoices. Allow a customer to put money on account during
the checkout process in a couple quick steps.
Prism’s POS is a standalone register application that runs on either a windows
desktop or mobile tablet. The computer does not need AccountMate installed.
Prism POS just needs to be connected to the same instance as SQL and
AccountMate. Your company can have multiple POS users and multiple registers.
The Point of Sale solution is integrated with Bolt devices to scan and charge credit
cards, handle returns, and void transactions. It also supports USB and Serial barcode
scanners to increase accuracy and speed.

Company Profile
Prism Visual Software is a leading developer of operational software for route sales,
pre-order delivery, and equipment service. Through desktop and mobile
applications, Prism Visual Software enables customers to plan, optimize and execute
their business operations with effectiveness, efficiency and proven technologies for
continued growth and success. As the creator of a patented mobile app for Android,
its technology powers a broad range of industries with mobile employees. Prism’s
platform is built on Microsoft .Net and SQL Server and published as desktop, web
and Android applications. Prism’s software suite has seamlessly integrated with
AccountMate’s financial software for over 15 years.

• Keep the line moving! POS
users have buttons for
commonly requested items
and smart search
capabilities to sell shoppers
quickly.
• Checkout guest customers
or existing customers.
Quickly pull up customers
by phone number or
perform a more advanced
search
• Provides customers with
multiple forms of payments
including Cash, Credit Card
and Check. It allows
customers to split
payments, make returns,
and request refunds by
scanning receipt.
• Use Prism’s completely
integrated credit card
processing or process with
your own credit card
machine.
• Print a receipt or collect
and email the customer as
they checkout. Customers
appreciate the ease of use.

PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
AccountMate SQL version 9
- current

CONTACT
Lorraine Keating
lorrainek@prismvs.com
516-944-5920
www.prismvs.com

PRODUCT LINKS
Product Information
Other VSP Products
ServQuest, Visual Dispatch,
and MiniMate

Third party software included on this site has not been tested and is not endorsed by AccountMate Software.
Technical support, warranties, and compatibility are the responsibility of the issuing company.

